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2T1his article consists of rwo parts. The first is a description of the

I library of the Sacro Convento in Assisi in 1381, based on the
I catalogue made at the time. What we have is a magnificent

catalogue, often used, and now available for study thanks to an excellent
recent edition (Cenci 1981). It comes from the friary in fusisi, the center
and heart of the Order of Friars Minor, and for that reason it offers a r^re
chance for anyone wishing to gain a deeper insight into Franciscan learning
in the thirteenth and fourteenth century. (The recent return of the Holy See

to Rome had restored the friary's central position, somewhat tarnished
during the Avignon period.) Let us read two passages from Cesare Vasoli:

Libraries provide the most concrete evidence of how ideas of major
historical importance were disseminated, especially the libraries of religious
institutes who were able to exercise a vast and far-reaching hold on the
society of the time and to whom was entrusted the elaboration,
dissemination, and control of knowledge.... A library is also and primarily a

"place," a "physical arrangement," and t'center" in which the knowledge of
an age has acquired its architectural structure, inevitably modeling itself on
how one generation or human era perceives and lives its allotted space; it is
a[so, in itself, in its size and dimensions, a priceless clue for deciphering the
ultimate reason for its particular organization and arrangement (Vasoli

1982, pp.94,98).

Until the beginning of the fifteenth century, the fusisi library was the
largest friary library in Italy (if catalogues for the Franciscan libraries in
Paris or Oxford were available, we would have been happy to describe
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situations outside Italy). But that is not the main reason why we are
considering it here. Rather, the fusisi library is the best known example of a
Franciscan library. Taking into account differences in size, all friaries in the
Order had libraries of this type, except for small isolated friaries or
hermitages. All of them had a school-a place where lessons vrere given at
fixed times and places, by at least one lector-since all the cleric brothers
were expected to study. fu the general Constitutions of lZ79 say: "All the
cleric brothers are obliged to attend school when not occupied in the tasks
assigned to them" (ed. Bihl lg4l, p.76). These schools *"r. of various kinds
and existed at various levels. The largest, the studia, might be general,
provincial, special, etc. (fusisi was the site of t stadiurn generale since at least
1285). Theology was taught in the studia and the ffi^ry schools, but
philosophy, logic, and law were also taught in some, which for that reason
were called "general." In fact all scholastic activity, even the least, required a
friary library (arger if the fr^ry was headquarrers of a Franciscan province),
and every cleric brother had to be provided with or provide himself with
books.

It must immediately be said that the late-thirteenth-and fourteenth-
century discipline of study, writing, and reading was not an original feature
of historical Franciscanism. It was borrowed from the Order of Preachers.
For this reason the subject may suggest some reflections of interest. In the
second part, then, we will begin with the example of fusisi and examine the
historical features of thirteenth-century Franciscanism from the viewpoint
of written culture and the use of books. Franciscan legislation on the subject
of books is remarkably rich and persistent, and from it we will consider rwo
points: whether the brothers are allowed to have books, and the writing of
books as a specific task of the brothers. This last subject \ rill be the starting-
point for an introduction to the subject of Franciscan autography.

1. The Assisi Library in 1381

In 1381, the "armarist" Brother Giovanni di Iolo made a catalogue of
the library of the Sacro Convento in fusisi. An extremely painstaking man,
he examined all the books one by one, checked their condition, arranged
them in order and wrote down a brief description of each one, which he
transferred to a card glued to the back cover of the book, and to the
catalogue. For example, the first manuscript catalogued was a complete
unglossed Bible, very beautiful, the most important one owned by the fdrary
(todayfusisi ms.16; Cenci 1981, p. 78):

A Bible larger than all the others, complete, unglossed, and quite
remarkable, with covers or studded boards lwoodm boards coaered with leather
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and decorated with studs) and a chain. The book begins tlus: "Brother
Ambrose, bringing me your litde gift..." l/erom.e's lener of introduaian to tbe

Vulgate); and it ends thus: "The grace of our LordJesus Christ be with you
all. Amen" lthese are the last words of the colophon or scribe's ignature and

inuocation at the md of the work). The book consists of quartos...lthe numher

is missing; there are thtrty-fizte fascichsl.Imprinted on the back cover...is a

large black letter A.

The inventory of 1381 was made shordy after it was decided to take the
books kept in the friary and make mro libraries: a public library (lihraria
pablica) and a private library (libraria sereta). The public library was meant
for study and was accessible to all the brothers and students of the friary
school (including the seculars in attendance). It was located in a large and

well-lighted area and had a single aisle with two rows of nine bookstands.
The books, many of which were in large format, lrere chained to the
bookcases and thus could not be removed. Their location corresponded to a

place for study (for example, the Bible whose file card we gave was located

"in the first bookcase next to the window looking out on the woods to the
east"). The brother librarian or librarista was expected to keep the library
open every day except feast days, at fixed times. If he did not, it had been

ordained by the general minister twenty years before that "at the next meal

he be allowed only water to drink" and no wine (Menestb 1982, p. 110).

The other collection, the private library, consisted of rwo large cabinets

with shelves. The books, placed on its rwelve shelves (called "floors," which
were in turn divided into compartments), could be taken out by the librarian
if asked by a friar-but not every friar. Ordinarily, bool<s could be loaned

only to superiors, masters, lectors, and preachers.

The great fusisi friary was somewhat late in adopting the model of the
double library, that is, a library for study and consultation and a circulating
library. Already at the end of the rwelfth centurf, certain large monasteries

across the Alps, Citeaux for example, had created rwo collections, one

internal or common, and one external for study. The universities had then

borrowed this model, stressing its sense and functionality: the double library
of the Sorbonne in Paris goes back at least to 1289. From there it passed

quickly and naturally to the mendicants. Encouraged by one of the

constitutions of Pope Benedict )trI (1336), the houses imposed and

disseminated the two-library system. Among the Dominican houses, the

double libraries in Florence (S. Maria Novella), Bologna, and Perugia

should be mentioned. fu for the Franciscans, the first house to introduce
this division must have been Pisa in 1355; within the century, fusisi, Padua,

and Bologna followed. The overall numbers are impressive: on an imaginary
European list, fusisi would rank berween tenth and fifteenth. While it
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ranked far behind the collections of the Holy See in Avignon Q,059 books
in 1369) or the Sorbonne (over 1,700 books in 1396), it was far ahead of
other Franciscan libraries at the time, for example, Pisa (377 books,
including 86 "chained" and 291 "unchained" in 1355) and Padua (426 bool<s

in 1396). Or again, in 1350 Fabriano had about 150 books, in 1360 Gubbio
had 234. These are certainly impressive numbers for smaller houses but no
greater than those of the personal libraries assembled by many ecclesiastics
and religious of the time. fu an example of a small rural friary, take St. M"ry
of the Portiuncula, whose forgr-three books were catalogued in 1380: ten
bool<s for the divine office, eight missals, and thirteen various books in the
sacristy, rwelve books "related to studies, for those who must study and
preach to the people for a time," kept in "a chest or chests" (Cenci 1981, pp.
483-89). The contrast with the large house in fusisi is obvious. But in 1372
LaVerna had 183 books.

Leaving the Order of Friars Minor, the Carmelite library in Florence
with its 731 books was comparable to fusisi, but such was not the case for St.
Dominic in Bologna, which had 472 books. These are cases in late-
fourteenth-century Italy that we know from the existence of systematic
catalogues, which are relatively few. Many more were created in the
fifteenth century, and some Franciscan libraries show impressive growth, so
much so that the fusisi library loses its pre-eminent position. In 1449, the
number of books in Padua was 1,025, and in Siena the double library of the
ffi^ry of St. Francis counted L,321 books at the end of the century. The
Dominican libraries continued to have fewer books. In l+89, S. Maria
Novella in Florence had just over 700.

What bool<s were in the Assisi library? An infinite variety, of course,

and it is better not even to try to describe them. Besides, we would have to
consider not only the books found in the library, but also those not found in
the library; along with the f'best sellers" we would have to consider the weak
areas. Keep in mind several things. First of all, "boo[<s" are not the same as

"works." On the one hand, miscellaneous books were very common. These
were collections of works (or sometimes passages) from several authors, and

we can easily see that they are personal books that belonged to individual
friars and were later given to the friary. But on the other hand, for many
texts there was more than one copy. In the fusisi catalogue of 1381, besides

"canonical" texts (these ranged from scriptural books all the way to the
Sentences of Peter Lombard), among the works by Franciscan authors there
were many copies of the Surnma of Alexander of Hales and the Tree of Life
and the Breailoquiarn of Bonaventure of Bagnoregio. But, taking a random
look, we find few copies of the serrnons of Anthony of Padua or the writings
of Francis of fusisi (if he may be called a Franciscan author).
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It is worth trying to understand how the books were arranged. The
series of entries in the catalogue reveals certain groups whose sequence is

repeated in each of the four sections of the catalogue: the row of bookstands

on the east and west sides of the public library, and the series of shelves on

the east and west sides of the private library. First came Sacred Scripture:
complete Bibles, individual bool<s of Scripture (almost all of them glossed),

commentaries, and biblical concordances; opposite these were the Sentmces

of Peter Lombard and commentaries thereon. Next came a large section of
books of scholastic theology (treatises, quaertiones, postilla,e etc.), including
also, at the end, books of sermons, which were understood as doctrinal in
nanrre. Predominant among the "modern" authors were Friars Minor, first
of all Bonavenhrre. But it is also important to note the presence of
Dominicans. Large but poorly-defined (prtdy because it contained mostly
miscellaneous books) was the group of books of theologl, mYsticism, piety,

and hagiography. Alongside the Fathers (mostly Augustine) were a few.early

medieval authors and contemporary authors. Flere were found the

specifically Franciscan boo[<s, from compilations based on the life of Francis

to normative texts to commentaries on the Rule. Lasdy came the books of
grarnrnatice and diaarnen, the works of Aristotle and the Aristotelians, and

many books of law.

This is one of the many different arrangements according to subject

matter followed by religious institutes. It is an arrangement based partly on

theory, partly on the icholastic curriculum, and partly on the needs and

traditions of use. One would need to know how the distinction between

public library and private library worked, since in fusisi there does not seem

io be a radical distinction between the rwo. Certainly, the public library was

more institutional in nahrre. A kind of exhibit put on by the institution, it
reflected a solid and coherent awareness of learning, in contrast to the rather

chaotic variety of bool<s in the private collection. But there were other
reasons. This is shown not only by the adoption of the rwo significant terms

"pub[ic" and "private" in fusisi (and only in fusisi, as far as we know), but
,iso by two empirical, and perhaPs revealing, observations. Among the

books of the BibG, the public library contained the Old Testament; most of
the books of the New festament were in the private library. It is true that

biblical exegesis was used rnostly on the Old Testament, but there would be

no trace of the Apocalypse in the public library were it not for the complete

Bibles. Secondly, shouid someone wish to read about the Order and its

history from thi time of the founder, he would have found only a few books

in the pubtic library (one of them being the present Perugia ms.- 1046, the

witness to the so-called Assisi Compilation). Nlthe others-many, though not
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a huge number-were in the private library, including the fusisi ms. 338,
considered to be the "official" edition of the opascula of Brother Francis.

2. The Creation of a Friary Library
At first glance, the clear inventory by Giovanni di Iolo gives the

appearance of a solid and organized collection of books. But the reality was
quite different. The library was created by casual accumulation; it was not
planned, and only later was it put in order through the work of the librarian
(if indeed, as is likely, Brother Giovanni not only catalogued the books but
also arranged them on the bookstands in the public library and in the
compartments in the private library).

The entries in the catalogue are of no help in understanding how the
library of the fusisi friars was created. The books are a series of
undifferentiated objects, capable of being arranged in any order. Since very
few of the codices are dated, the only way to get anywhere is to examine the
writing and workmanship of those that survive in order to determine their
chronology.Of the 700 books catalogued in 1381, three quarrers (535, to be
exact) are preserved today or known, thanks to Cenci; 428 are still in the
library of the Sacro Convento, while the other hundred have migrated
elsewhere. Based on the approximate chronology of this accidental but
consistent sample of 535 codices, we obtain the following distribution: sixty
manuscripts 

^re 
from before 1250 (26 codices go back to the rwelfth

century, four to the eleventh, one to the tenth; how the friars or the M^ry
obtained these books, no one knows); about 170 manuscripts were produced
in the second half, or perhaps better, in the last third of the thirteenth
centurfi the remaining 300 codices were produced in the eighty years
between 1301 and 1381. One thing is certain: there \ras a very rapid increase
in the number of books beginning in the middle of the thirteenth cenrury.
The plan on which the fusisi library of 1381 and Franciscan libraries in
general were based took shape and effect during that time period. A kind of
"multiplication of books" corresponded to the "multiplication of friars"
deplored by some and praised by others.

But the chronolory of the production of the codices does not explain
everything. Many books were certainly produced and acquired by the friary
immediately. Others, however, entered the library after a, very long journey
(we have cited codices that go back much farther than the beginning of the
Order). Many scholars have said that Franciscan libraries \rere created by a

variety of mechanisms and not always dictated by specific intentions. "Every
ffirry library begins and grows by means of books that are purchased (the
majority), donated, left in wills, inherited through the death of the religious"
(Cenci 1981, p. 15). "The [friary] libraries were formed principally by means
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of donations, bequests, purchases, works written by individuals, and boola of
deceased friars" (I{umphreys L982, p. 138).

A good library had to have quite a few books that were necessary and
essential. Someone may have written the book himself (we will return to
frir), but most were purchased on the market, the university market in
particular. Funds for the purchase of books are well attested. The friary
would set aside funds, the faithful would leave sums of money designated for
this purpose, the local authorities would make contributions. One of the
oldest bits of evidence for this kind of collaboration berween Friars Minor
and civic leaders is a request of L237 sent by the provincial of Lombardy,
Brother Leo of Perego, to the Milan authorities, who granted it. He asked
for aid in order that the friary in the city "might purchase books and obtain
other necessary and useful things." The acquisition of books is assumed to
be the first and absolute necessity for equipping a ffi^ry (Sevesi 1909-1911,
p.260).

Other ways of acquiring books were also obvious enough to strongly
influence the creation of the library. As for donations and bequests, we
should at least mention the friar and theologian Mathew of Aquasparta who
in 1287 earmarked half his boola, some fortf, for the fusisi H^ry, perhaps
on the occasion of his election as general minister (he was later made
cardinal). The other half was set aside for S. Fortunato in Todi (Menestd
1982). Especially important was the practice by which the books of deceased
friars automatically went to the fnrry. Consider, for example, that after 1381

a progressive catalogue was made of new acquisitions, which derived mosdy
from this source: "Books that after the death of the friars from fusisi fell into
the hands of the armarist of the Sacro Convento." Thus we can understand
the rwofold nature of the friary library. On the one hand, it was a creation
and tool of the institution; on the other hand, it was a depository for many
intellectual biographies, from the simplest to the richest.

Obviously, this created a certain amount of confusion: duplicate copies,
odd books, assorted personal notes. These were not "library books." The
Dominicans urere much more careful in systematically equipping their
libraries. But the fact that the friary library owed much to the interests and
intellectual activity of the individual friars srrmbolizes the identity between
religious "places," the individuals who belonged to them, and the
generations of friars who succeeded them there. This is a feature typical of
mendicant houses. On the other hand, it reveals the similarity and
continuity between the learning of individuals, the learning of the friary, and
the learning of the Order. Moreover, the osmosis between individual and
institution worked in the opposite direction, since the use of the friary's
books by the friars was provided for and regulated. Under these conditions
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we can speak of a genuine Franciscan written culture. It was the undivided
inheritance of all members and parts of the Order, even though it was not
original. Indeed, this culture coincided with the written culture produced by
the other mendicant orders, first of all the Dominicans, and as such was
characterized by unconditional adherence to the scholastic models of book
reading, and writing imposed by the university.

AII of this was contained in the official intentions and their concrete
expressions, in other words, in the ffi^ry libraries and the books that
comprised them. Both functioned in a learned Order, which not only
accepted all the forms imposed by the new approach to intellectual work,
but disseminated them with a formidable power of penetration. Whether
large or small, the houses of the Friars Minor were centers of scholastic
activity. We can imagine what the close nerwork of Franciscan houses (more
pervasive and undifferentiated than that of the other mendicant orders)
meant for cities and medium- and small-sized towns that had no other
studia. Yet not everything was quite as smooth as it has seemed thus far, in
an exposition that began with a prestigious display of Franciscan scholastic
knowledge, the library of the Sacro Convento in fusisi.

3. *The brothers may have boolis." The Theory and Practice of
Books in Franciscan Circles

After what we have said about the need for the brothers and their
houses to have books-obvious, we would say-it will seem strange that at
one time people wondered whether the brothers might have books. We
should understand that the term "have" could mean "to have for use" rather
than "to own." But the bigger problem was not the vow of poverq.; the
problem, as always, was Brother Francis of fusisi.

In the Earlier Rale, approved by the Chapter of 1221, Chapter III said,
in the context of a minute series of prescriptions about the Divine Office (De

diaino fficio):

[The clerical brothers] may have only the books necessary to fulfill their
ofEce (ad implmdum eoram ofuium). The lay brothers who know how to
read the psalter may have one. Those who do not know how to read,
however, may not be permitted to have any book.'

'To "know how to read the psalter" is the same as to "know how to read,"
since the psalter, besides being a liturgical office book, was also the book used for
first learning how to read.
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Note the words ad implend,u,rn eontru offitio*. The Italian Fonti
Francescane (1977, p. 102) [as well as Francis of Assisi: Early Docarnen* I, p.
65] translate these words as "to fulfill their office." But instead (along with
Desbonnets and Vorreux L968, p. 58) they should be understood to mean

"to recite their Divine Office." It would be very strange, in the context of
rules about "The Divine Office and Fasting," to find the same word fficium
used with mro different meanings. And although Francis does not use the
word irnplere, he does frequently use the expression facere fficiam in this
sense. Besides the passage immediately below, see at least one passage from
the Testament where it occurs three times in a row (Test 29-31).

In Chapter III of the Later Rule, approved by the pope two years later,
the provision regarding the brothers "who do not know how to read"
disappears. The rule for the cleric brothers, although modified, remains very
restrictive. It provides that "th"y may have breviaries" in order to recite the
Office, but these are the only books allowed:

Let the clerical [brothers] recite the Divine Office according to the rite of
the holy Roman Church excepting the psalter, for which reason they may
have breviaries.'

Faced with this krotty point in the Rule, the actions of the later
leadership of the Order are strange. For example, in the Constitutiozs issued

in 1260 by the general Chapter of Narbonne tfie question of the possession

of books by the cleric brothers is ignored. Instead there is a return to the
provision regarding the brothers "who do not know how to read" contained
in the Rule of 1221 md removed from the Rule of 1223. This provision
undergoes a major distortion and becomes a sort of life sentence for those
who are illiterate. In fact it sanctions the gulf berween friars who can read

and those who cannot, a gulf that coincides more or less with that between

cleric brothers and lay brothers:

We forbid any brothers who do not already know how to read the psalter to
study letters, and we forbid others to teach them (ed. Bihl 1941, p. 7l).

Is this Francis's prohibition from having any other books except

breviaries, which is so clear in the Later Rule? The Paris master Bonaventure
of Bagnoregio, not yet general minister of the Order, was correct about this
point, which he and many others evidently found hard to swallow. The

'The meaning of the passage, especially the words "excepting the psalter,"
is not immediately clear. Cf. the extensive commentary by Van Dijk and Hazelden
Walker 1960, pp. 202-ll.
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Lener in Response to Three Questions, which deals with the subject, actually
seems to go back to 125+-5 rather than 1262, as was once thought
@ellegrini 1993, pp. 13-22). In that letter, Bonaventure answered three
questions about the Ruh asked him by an unknown master, possibly a secular
college at the University. The second question is of interest. The Friars
Minor, said the objector, were not fulfilling the obligation of the Rule to
work with their hands (we will return to this). On the one hand, the lay
brothers were not employed at manual trades (in operibus mechanici); on the
other hand, the cleric brothers were not engaged in copying books
themselves (in libris n anu propria sribendis), but were having them copied at
great expense. The question, then, did not really have to do with Chapter IfI
of the Rale; the unknown master was in no way disputing the right of the
friars to have books. But, strangely, that is where Bonaventure begins. It is
the Rule of 1221 he has in mind, not that of 1223, since his response is a

perfect and cogent explanation of the words "[The clerical brothers] may
have only the books necessary to fulfill their office," which have attracted
our attention. But in Bonaventure's syllogism, th" words implere fficiam
have the meaning we have rejected ("to fulfill their ofEce").

The Rule states in no uncertain terms that the brothers have the right
(auaoritatem) md duty of preaching.... Now, if they are not to preach fables
but the divine Word, which they cannot know unless they read, nor read
unless they have books, then it is perfecdy clear that it is totally in harmony
with the perfection of the Rule for them to have books, just as it is for them
to preach. Furthermore, if it is not harmful to the poverty of the Order to
have missals for celebrating Mass and breviaries for reciting the Hours,
then it is not detrimental to have bools and Bibles for preaching the divine
Word. The brothers are therefore allowed to have books (Bonaventure,
Opera amnia,Vlll, pp. 332-3).'

The question was brilliantly resolved. Bonaventure proves that the friars
are allowed to have books and, what is more, that it belongs to "the
perfection of the Rule." This is one of the many passages where Francis and
Bonaventure were at odds. Taken to the level of words and logic, it was an
unequal contest. The holy founder had his own ideas about books: "Books,
useful for nothing, sha[ be thrown into cupboards and into closets," are the
words attributed to him by Thomas of Celano QC 195).* Thus the

3Bonaventure's 
reference to the Rule is to the Later Ruh IXr 2: "Let none of

the brothers dare to preach in any way to the people unless he has been examined
and approved by the general minister of this fraternity and the ofEce of preacher has
been conferred upon him."

*fo 
be precise, Francis is not telling the brothers to throw away their boots
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Franciscanism of books and schools, which we have seen, was foreign to
him.

Other articles in this series discuss at length the conversion of the Order
to intellectual activity. The short story (whose conclusion was foregone)
about whether the brothers may have books is an example of how that
process took place: confidendy and decisively (Bonaventure's syllogism is
triumphal), but also with great effort, uneasily, tryrng to prove that black is
white in order to render Francis's disquieting and emphatic words
innocuous.

Is it necessary to insist on this Franciscan syndrome? One thing worth
mentioning, in this digression of ours on the written words of Francis and
his heirs, is what happened in one of the many decrees issued by the Order
regarding the acquisition of books. Ffere, too, Francis and the brothers
gathered in l22L had managed to add one small bothersome word. In
Chapter VIII of the Earlier Rale, the brothers were prohibited from
receiving money, "whether for clothing, books, or payment for some work-
indeed not for any reason."t There is nothing similar or comparable in
Chapter VI of rhe Later Rule.In a word, the brothers were prohibited from
purchasing boola. But the acquisition of bool<s soon proved necessary; we
mentioned earlier the request of 1237 by Leo of Perego for public aid to
purchase boola. We are not going to pursue the very minute norms drawn
up by countless chapters to regulate the matter and essentially limit the
acquisition of bools. It is enough to read a manuscript containing a

provision that apparendy goes back to 1239: "From now on, all books
written for a price or purchased (ernantur) must remain in the provinces
where they were purchased or written."u After the word "purchased" the
editor scrupulously adds: "grabbed in whatever manner with confusion"
(Cenci 1990, p. 92).Like a litde shock, the pen of the Brother Scribe

but is making a prediction in the context of an "approaching tribulation." There is a
difference, but it is minor. There is, however, a problem of commas, because to say

"books [that are] of no use..." is very different than to say "books, [which are] of no
user..."

'The words "payment for some work" might lead to the question of
whether the first two- cases mentioned, "clothing or boots," should also be
understood as referring to payment for work done; in that case, the phrase would
refer to brothers who were tiilors or scribes. The current interpretation, "in order to
acquire clothing or booLs," is preferable, but there is some room for doubt.

oIf. 
em,untur contains in itself the idea of price, "written for a price" would

refer to books that the friars commissioned to be written by someone outside the
Order. In that case, the directive would not apply to boo[s written by the friars or
those donated to them gratis.
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evidendy transmitted the confusion the Friars Minor felt when dealing with
certain topics.

In 1976, at the seventeenth symposium of the Todi Center for the
Study of Medieval Spirinra,lity (Ani Todi L978), Giulia Barone and Gabriella
Severino Polica presented a summary of the Dominican and Franciscan
experiences on the subject of studia and bools. As far as legislation, theory,
and practice were concerned, the strategy of the Order of Preachers was
sound and coherent, with no uncertainty; that of the Order of Friars Minor
was like an exhausting chase. And the chase was unsuccessful because their
imitation of the Dominican model (always about rwenty years later) was
reductive and uncertain. The retention of specifically Franciscan elements
inevitably translated into elements of weakness. In short, the Friars Minor
decided very early on to be a learned Order, like the Friars Preacher. The
choice (made, I forgot to mention, by the learned friars) was no doubt a
winning one. Yet, apart from the protests of those who stubbornly refused
to change, there was a constant sense of the "unsuccessful wedding of the
theory of writing and the vocation of the Order" (Severino Polica 1978, p.
382):

While the Dominican directives...are meant to implement a plan to classifu
books in a crystal clear manner as instruments for the dissemination and
canonization of written culture, those of the Franciscans take an essentially
defensive position. They reveal an exhaustive artenrion, focused mainly on
books as objects, more interested in sanctioning and regulating their
existence than in defining their function. To put it in rather extreme
terms...I would say that Dominican books are there because they are the
privileged instruments of an educational program that is frrlly part of the
Order's religious vocation. Franciscan bools, on the other hand, are there
desphe the fact that their presence continues to contradict two fundamental
data...of the primitive Franciscan program: a theory of study was alien to
the original vocation of the Friars Minor, and their earliest preaching was
explicidy "lay" rather than learned (ibid., pp. 399-400).

4. AWork of the Brothers: Writing Books
"An exhaustive attention, focused mainly on books as objects." The

point is worth pursuing from the standpoint of the friars' writing, copying
and making books. This is by no means a minor and technical aspect of the
Franciscan statutes concerning books; it is one of the things that
distinguishes Franciscan learning from that of the Dominicans.

In the legislation of the Friars Preacher there is "a basic aversion to the
work of copying, which was seen as time taken from intellectual activity and
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spiritual work to be done" (Cavallo 1987, p. a00). In fact, when it was

impossible to purchase a book, the Dominicans preferred to have it written
by scribes outside the Order. But in the Order of Friars Minor, not only was

the acquisition of books subject to strict norns, but the activity of writing
was considered appropriate, an integral part of religious life, something
recommended.

This penchant for writing seems to go back to the beginning of the
fraternity. The presence of scribes, both cleric and lay, among Francis's first
companions is remarkable. Such was Brother Leo, who continued in this

capacity as Francis's secretary; such was Brother Elias, who had been "a

notary at Bologna" according to Thomas of Eccleston (ChiTE 13). In the
case of these men, it was something they had already done in the world; in
the case of the cleric brothers, it must have been an activity they assumed

upon entering the fraternity. Francis's command to work served to make the
activity of writing something fully "Franciscan." But it reflected a further
religious dignity, that which came from medieval monasticism with its long
and great tradition of writing.

"In late-medieval Benedictine abbeys, the important thirg was to write

books; [...] in the houses of the mendicant Orders, on the other hand, the
important thing was to readbooks" (Cavallo 1,987, p. a}l.It could not have

been otherwise at a time when scriptoria were abundant and the book market

was able to satisfir all requests. But the Franciscans, unlike the Dominicans,

felt a certain attraction for a "religion of the book," in contrast to the times.

Indeed, according to the accusation of the unknown master, the cleric

brothers were more inclined to purchase books than to write them, a

practice they felt was old-fashioned. Qt was!)

Yet despite all this, and beyond the possible influence of those early

experiences, the primary of writing was an established and undisputed fact in
thl mature Order. Already in 1239 (if Cenci's date for the pre-Narbonne

constitutions that he discovered is correct) the general Chapter-the same

one that deposed Brother Elias-placed writing first among the occupations

of both the cleric and lay brothers (or those of them who knew how to
write). The norm was reiterated and clarified in the Constitutions issued in
1260 by the general Chapter of Narbonne; it is the first constitution in the

rubric entitled "The Work of the Brothers." Let us compare the two:

The brothers, both Whereas the Rule states that

clerical and lay, should be put "the brothers to whom the Lord
to work by their superiors at has given the grace of working

copying books or other things should do so faithfully 'ld
at-which they are competent devotedly," we ordain that the
(ed. Cenci 1990, p.91). brothers both clerical and lay, be
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put to work by their superiors at
copying books, studying, or other
occupations at which th"y are

f;#'ff::'"Ill ;,1'i*,!l,T,o>1 
u''

Two new things are added inL260 to the norm of 1239. The first is a
clarification of the reference to the Rule from which derived the tasl<s
imposed on the brothers. This was Chapter V of the Loter Rule, entitled
"The Manner of Working" (whereas the title of Chapter VII of the Earlier
Rule w* "The Manner of Serving and Working"). The insertion in 1260 of
the word "occupations" is along the same line. It clarifies the weak
expression "in otJrer things at which they are competent" of l239.In short,
the Friars Minor must work. How and where does writing enter into this?
The clearest answer is Brven, not by a Franciscan, but by the unknown
master who questioned Bonaventure in 125+-5. Ffe, you will recall, was
criticizing the friars regarding "the manual labor enjoined on them by
precept,"t because "the lay brothers are not employed at manual trades nor
are the cleric brothers engaged in copying books themselves." If the proper
work of the lay brothers was the manual trades, the proper work of the cleric
brothers (which at that time meant most of the friars) was writing, more
specifically copying books. What else could a cleric do if he was obliged to
work?

He could also study, although at first glance this does not seem to fall
into the category of work. In fact, the second new thirg introduced in 1260
is the addition of "study" alongside "writing." The fact that the general
Chapter of Narbonne, at which Bonaventure presided as general minister,
applied the norm "On the Manner of Working" to study says much in itself.
fu far as our subject is concerned, by linking the rwo occupations the
Chapter changed the earlier meaning of writing. Besides being a form of
manual and technical work (as imposed by the norm "On the Manner of

'Note that the wording of the passage quoted from the Later Rale (in a text
dictated by the leaders of the Order) is not absolutely identical [more so in the Latin]
with what we read in Honorius III's letter of approval of 1223 ("Those brothers to
whom the Lord has given the grace of working...').

tOnce again, these words reveal the uncertainty with which Franciscan
legislation was perceived (here, outside the Order, because it is the unknown master
who is speaking; in fact Bonaventure adds, in replying to him, "as it seems to you").
No rule, neither the Later Rule nor the Earlier Rule prescribed manual labor. At most
Francis mentioned it in his Testam.ent, but there he was speaking of his personal
experience ("Aod I worked with my hands, and I still desire to work'). Otherwise he
admonishes in general terms: "And I earnesdy desire all brothers to give themselves
to honest work" (Test 20).
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Working" and as perceived by the unknown master), besides being a

penitential work (as hallowed by monastic tradition), it also acquired the
intellectual connotation of an activity associated with study.'

5. Notes on Franciscan Autography
With study as an activity proper to the Friars Minor justified in this

way, greater room was given to scholastic writing. Such writing practice did
not mean copying books. The learned Franciscans (masters, theologians,
preachers) wrote as men of letters trained to use the entire gamut of
intellectual tools, from treatise to gloss to note. Thus they participated fully
in that process which can be described as the birth of autography or "writing
by oneself." The process was neither one-vray nor immediate, but one that
has led scholars to call the scholastic thirteenth century "the golden age of
autographs" (Flamesse 1994, p. 192). In a word, it became common and

widespread practice for an author to write his text direcdy, rather than
dictate it (which was a long tradition), to develop it by writing it out (as I am
doing at this moment), rather than by reflecting upon it. What Anthony of
Padua, Bonaventure of Bagnoregio, and Matthew of Aquasparta have left us

are autograph books, the latter more so than the first two. These are not
formal books, but working manuscripts (as shown by the writing, which is

disordered and very rapid). They consist of notes, rough drafts, notebooks
meant to be transcribed by a copyist or for personal use. We should think of
them as accidental leftovers from a much greater store of cards, notebool<s,

and whatever else was written by hand.

It was a "modern" practice, adopted with complete confidence by
leading intellectuals. Bonaventure himself formalized it for the first time in a

passage in his commentary on the First Book of the Sentences. There he

describes four ways to "make books." These correspond to the roles of
scribe, compiler, commentator, and author (Bonaventure, Opera ornnia I, pp.

14-5). He places the latter role "at the top of a hierarchichal series entirely

'severino Polica exploits another of the Narbonne Constitutions, where it
is suggested that the novicis occupy themselves in sripturis aedifuationis. These
wordl-refer to "an entirely BenediCtine and monastic dimension of the writing-of
codices" (Severino Polica 1978, pp. 400-1). It is hard to agree with this
interpretation. The constitution in (uestion prescribes that the novices, "that they
mighi have more time...for learning-the Divine Office, m?y loj, during the whole
tinie of their probations, engage in studies," but rather "should occupy themselves

during this time with writingi profitable for their edificatign fin-stiptaris aedifuatianis

liceat-ek..qro tum.pnre ocru.pirfli' (ed. Bihl l9+1, p. 40). We do not know how to
understand those words e*cept in the sense of "doing writing that is edifuilg'' or
"reading Scripture, a source of edification," or even 'iedifring writings or edif ing
texts." Given the context, we lean toward this last interpretation.
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basg{ on the practice of writing..., which defines the entire scope of possible
intellectual activities within the institutional and physical frame*orl of the
operations of writing" (Petrucci 1984, p.402; cf. Hamesse 1994, p. 186).

Does this attempt at classification also reflect the need of the
Franciscans to justiSz what they were doing? If that were the case, in other
words, if Bonaventure really believed that the friars lrere obliged to *make

boo[rs," then we would have here the recognition that everything having to
do with writing and bool<s is entirely compatible with the Franciscan
vocation. This would include the loftiest profession, that of author (in line
with the Narbonne Constitution we just read), as well as the lowliest, that of
scribe or secretary. It would even include the writing of books as a physical
and penitential act requiring patience. fu we have said more than onie, what
set Franciscans apart from the times and from other mendicant orders was
this "old-fashioned" notion of writing. It is there that we must now turn our
attention. Such activity, when done by the brothers, did not always remain
within the limits of the work of scribes or professional copyists. It often
crossed over into areas that belonged more properly to compilers or even
authors. Moreover, it was also less observable since it *m ,nor,1r-ous and
physical in nature, a manual skill more than an intellectual one. yet
important evidence of it remains, nor only in the legislation of the Order but
also in other things. Because scholars have been more interested in the
authors and their ideas (a consequence of the modern idea of ,,writing,,),

they have paid litde attention to those who wrote in the physical sense of th.
term. This means we can present only a few starting points for discussion as
we await a more detailed study.

First of all, in an age of enorrnous development of the book market, the
phenomenon of scriptoria lingered on in the Order. While these may not
have been rigidly organized workshops, they did consist of several brother
copyists working together for specific objectives. It was not, of course, Lvery
widespread phenomenon. Nearly all Franciscan libraries were, in the words
of Cavallo (1987), "libraries without scriptoria," unlike the late-medieval
"scriptoria without libraries." But we can discover or imagine something
from the very first days of the Order, especially in the Franciscan "capital' of
fusisi, even though living conditions of the fraternity ar the time excluded
the activities of a traditional scriptoriam.

V"ry soon, the Order's embryonic organization required the production
and reproduction of written texts. Since it was unthinkable that the brothers
would turn to someone outside the Order, they themselves were the ones
who did this. If Francis frequently urged that copies be made of his letters,
who but the brothers could have done this, first of all those closest to him,
then the recipients in a kind of chain reaction? After the Loter Rule decreed
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the recitation of the breviary "according to the rite of the holy Roman
Church," someone had to make a large number of these in a hurry. Thirty
copies of the model breviary were distributed to the provinces at the general
Chapter of fusisi in 1227. Once again, it is not correct to speak of a

sriptorium in the strict sense-as do the authors who have emphasized this
fact (Abate 1950, pp.95-6; Zanottt 1982, p. 1a3). Yet it is certain that many
brothers worked to satisfi, the need.

A similar organization for special and urgent projects must have ensured
the immediate dissemination of Bonaventurc's Major Legend. Berween the
time the work was written and orders given to destroy all earlier legends,
copies had to be produced for all the friaries @erween five and six hundred
at the time). Or did Bonaventure turn to his usual Paris publishers?

Later, berween the end of the thirteenth century and the end of the
fourteenth, the Sacro Convento in fusisi had a true and proper sriptoriurn.
ft was Cenci (1981, pp.23-6) who suggested its existence, attributing to it a

particular style of writing, which he actually named linera assisiensis (a large
Gothic hand, round, thick, done in very dark ink). This and other unique
features of many manuscripts-another, for example, being the heavily
inked lines-suggests the style of a center for copying. The idea is
convincing, although the question merits further study. Ffere it suffices to
say that the large Bible, whose catalogue description by Giovanni di Iolo we
cited earlier, was produced by the friary in fusisi. In that case, as in others,
the brothers preferred to do the work themselves, which was very expensive
in terms of time and effort, radrer than acquire a, biblia pariensis, which was
more convenient (and more expensive in monetary terms). This was the
typical Bible of the time and well-represented in the fusisi library.

There was more in the Sacro Convento than just the (probable) ffi^ry
sriptoriam. fuide from the evidence for individual friar-copyists, the close
similarity in writing, illustration, and layout seen in at least three codices
allows us to catch a glimpse of a small early-fourteenth-cenrury workshop
that we would describe as marginal. We are referring to the manuscript that
contains, along with much else, the so-called Assisi Compilatioz (Perugia ms.

1046); to the Book of Sister Lella, better known as the Reaelations of Blessed

Angela of Foligno (fusisi ms. 342); and to Abbot Isaac of Syria (fusisi ms. 572),

the Collations of Isaac of Nineveh. The latter is one of those texts of the
Eastern Fathers so dear to the Franciscan dissidents, even though we are not
sure whether the Latin translation is by Angelo Clareno (Potesti 1990, p.
322, n.22).In any case, these bool<s were produced within the largest friary
of the Order. and with readily available materials. They may have been
marginal, but they vrere certainly not clandestine.
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Obviously in such cases we cannot speak of the activity of writing as

simple passive transcription. These were deliberate acts by one or more
brothers who wished to collect and reproduce writings they regarded as

special. Still less can we speak of Friars Minor producing their own texts in
book form, for although they may have been clerics and literate, they did
not belong to the intellecnral elite. We must cite at least two Franciscan
chroniclers, one of them famous, the other all but unknown. Salimbene de
Adam was the author of many works, according to his own frequent
statements (Chronicle, pp. 270, 29+, 3ll, +27, 67+). The only one of these
that has come down to us, the Cbronicle, was written berween 1279 and
1288. Ffe "wrote" it in the true sense of the terrn, since the only codex that
contains it (Vat. lat. ms. 7260) is entirely in his own hand. The writing is
small, neat, and clear, and the text contains many corrections of material
copy errors. This means that Salimbene was copying from an earlier version
of his and not writing extempore; the margins contain numerous additions
in his hand, which means that he used that copy as the basis (at least
potential) for a new and enlarged version (Petrucci 1984, pp. 404-5, and
1985, pp. 135-6). Elemosina \Mas a brother who lived in the friaries of
Gualdo Tadino and fusisi in the first half of the fourteenth cenrury. Besides
compiling and transcribing some Gualdese texts of history and hagiography,
he also worked for a long time on an ambitious universal chronicle, "from
the beginning of the world." We have two autograph codices of it (fusisi ms.
341 and Paris lat. ms. 5006). They do not contain the same text bur two
different versions, the second being a reworking and expansion of the first.
Both have the appearance, not of a definitive book, but of the author's notes
for a definitive version and, inevitably, a final transcription (Fleullant-Donat
199+, pp.9-37 and 80-90). These are two wonderful examples of a constant
and ongoing activity, exercised not only, or so much, in creating a text as in
patiently writing and rewriting it.

Another step brings us to those brothers who were writing in their own
hand to keep alive memories and values, to nurture and validate a life choice.
This is a tedious and difficult type of autography in which we seem to see

reflected the autography of Francis himself (Bartoli Langeli 1994a). }Jlis
commands to preserve the divine written words and not change anything in
his writings reflect a concept and practice of writing so rich in meaning that
it leaves us speechless. At last we have the key to understanding the
profound nature of the Franciscan penchant for books as objects, so far
removed from the prevailing thirteenth-century view of books as

instruments. In the new culture, books are "bearers of truths that are not
absolute, at times contradictory; th.y are mere instruments of partial
knowledge, which can gradually change and advance." In late medieval
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tradition, books were something else, "the material expression of some

authorities, changeable only in their outward wrapping..., their purpose

forever the same-meditation, asceticism, edification-and, like other
activities, part of the flow of everyday canonical and monastic life" (Supino

Martini t99+, p. 352). Mutatis rnutandis, the Franciscan production of books

seems to follow this model in its constant proposal of Francis as supreme

authority (ust as he in turn materially reproduced the authority of God: "the
divine written words").

The name that immediately comes to mind is Brother Leo, the leading
figure in an intense flurry of writing intended to preserve and propagate the
memory of Francis's words and deeds (as a result, Leo becomes the leading
figure in the Franciscan Question). We are familiar with his testimony
jotted down on the fusisi cbartula and in the so-called breviary of St.

Francis. We are familiar with his rutuli, cedulae, sripta, a depository of
information cited by many (Olivi, Llbertino, Clareno, Francesco Venimbeni
of Fabriano), yet never certainly identified in the many texts that derive

from it @6sztor 1974 and 1988). In 1311, Ubertino attests that this material
had been gathered by Leo "at the command of the holy father [Francis]" in a

book currently kept "in the book cabinet of the brothers in fusisi," in other
words, in the Sacro Convento (ed. Ehrle 1887, pp. 168 and 178; cf. Potesti
1980, p. LlZ note; Menestb 1992, p. 55).This was lost, as was another codex

written by Brother Leo (unless it is the same one), kept at the Portiuncula

until 1380 and described in the catalogue as the "Rule of the Friars Minor
written by Brother Leo, companion of blessed Francis, and dictated by our
holy father Francis" (Cenci 1981, p.487 n.923).And who knows whether an

extraordinary Franciscan manuscript, which somehow ended up in the

women's monastery of Montevergine in Messina, really goes back to
Brother Leo, rcLazzen suggested. This tiny book "which is small and very

old" (68 pages, 7 cm x 5 cm, each page containing 18 lines of writing)
contains *titirrgt of Clare. It is written in a hand that is unquestionably

Franciscan and is most likely from the late thirteenth centurfr despite recent

strong objections $-azzei 1954; Ciccarelli 1979; Sensi 1994; Maleczek

tee5).

Leo was the leading figure of that group of friars from Umbria and the

Marches who by colllcting, cutting, and stitching together (i,, short,

"compiling") produced the wealth of texts on St. Francis that we know' All
these-texts t"i- the same, yet all are different. They are obsessive in their
concern to repeat, 1ret the freedom of writing shown by those copyists and

authors is equally great. Besides this kind of "coTlective authotthip" at t\e
hands of many individual friars, the intensity of writing shown by individuals

such as lJbertino of Casale or Arnold of Villanova stands out. Yet their
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controversial writings and treatises seem to us less well-known in the sense
we are seeking than do the writings of an Angelo Clareno. From him we
have at least one acknowledged autograph. It ii the Sublacense manuscript
227 , with its translation from Greek to Latin of various writings of St. gasil
and other Eastern Fathers @otesti lgg}, pp. 3LS-23). The library of
Subiaco, where Angelo lived from 1318 to 1334, preserves much material
directly or indirecdy related to him.

The most important work translated by Clareno, the Ladder of parad.ise
byJohn Climacus, was translated into the vernacular by Gentile oi Foligno.
It is no accident that the first attempts at vernacular writing by the Fiiars
Minor, before the explosion in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, come
from the same circles. Jacopone da Todi, Ramon Llull, the anonymous
translators of Peter of John Olivi, IJbertino of Casale and Angelo Clareno,
the anon)rmous author of the Lrf, of the Poor and Huntble Siruant of God,
Francis (a vernacular text from b.for" the mid-fourteenth centurf, sho*irrg
clear traces of Umbria and Clareno but eclipsed by the strikirrg-rrr.""r, o?
the Fioreni: Marini 1982) show the link that existed bemre"r, F.rrr.iscan
opposition and alternative forms of writing. A line from Jacopone can serve
to conclude these all-too-quick reflections: "In sorrow and grief we see paris
demolish Assisi" (Laade 9l).

Critical Note
The entire first part is based on Cenci 1981, which is an edition of

medieval and modern catalogues of the library of the Sacro Convento in
fusisi (the first is from 1381, analyzed here: edition on pp. 77-371), with
identifications and descriptions of the codices corresponding to each item, if
they survive. Important contributions on Franciscan libraries in the Middle
Ages are Abate 1950 (from whom we have taken many numerical data:
important information on the books in the Siena fuirry, pp. 108-10),
Humphreys 1982, Codici e biblioteche 1982; a comparison with the Dominican
libraries is offered by Kaeppeli 1966. Special cases are analyzedby Manselli
1978 @lorence and Padua) and Ferrari 1979 (Milan).

On medieval libraries in general see Petrucci 1983 (friary libraries are
mentioned on pp. 527-32) and Cavallo 1988, which however has nothing on
the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries; on the architecture of religious
libraries in Italy see O'Gorman 1972. Nebbiai Dalla Guarda 1992 is very
useful (on double libraries, pp. 48-9; on the contribution of the mendicant
orders to the organization and cataloging of libraries, pp. 77-84).

For an overview of the general uses of writing and books in the late
Middle Ag"r (corresponding, paleographically speaking, to the Gothic
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period) see Cavallo 1977 and Bartoli Langeli L99+b. The developments that
took place in religious institutes over time are well illustrated by Cavallo
1987. fu far as the Friars Minor are concerned, we have based ourselves
primarily on Severino Polica 1978 (fundamental) and Barone L978. General
approaches to the question of study in the Order can be found in Felder
1911 and Berg 1977; on literary activity, Bologna 1982.The Ani Todi 1978
are devoted to the Franciscan studia and mendicant studia in general; an
important example is provided by Nicolini 1982. On the behavior and
attitudes of Bonaventure of Bagnoregio, Pellegrini 1993 is useful among
many others.

We have no studies on "Franciscan" autography, but there are excellent
general references: Petrucci 1984 and Hamesse 1994, which were used in
the text. Autographs of Anthony of Padua, Bonavenrure of Bagnoregio, and
Matthew of Aquasparta are mentioned. These are found in a manuscript of
biblical concordances (Kleinhans 1931, but Pagnin 1972 shows that the
serrnon book called "del Tesoro," Padua ms. 720, is not an autograph); in part
of fusisi ms. 186 and in the annotations to Assisi ms. 138, both of which are
collections of quaestioaes (flenquinet 1932-33; cf. Lio 1966); and in at least
eight manuscripts (Menestd 1982, pp. 106 and 131-+, card nos. 69-76; cf.
Hamesse 1994, pp. 200-1). The other cases of autograph writing by Friars
Minor, mentioned or presumed in the text, contain bibliographical
references there.
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